V.E.S.
Value Engineered Systems

Office furniture that helps your business do more, more
productivity, more employee efficiencies and more
employee satisfaction. All while costing less. V.E.S.
delivers on all fronts. V.E.S. promises to be the most
cost effective systems furniture in its class.

V.E.S. value engineered systems.

Moving your organization beyond.

FEATURES

BENEFITS

Available in a wide variety of fabric and laminate color
choices.

Allows V.E.S. to integrate seamlessly into any work environment and
complements any corporate culture.

3/8-inch solid maple wood trim.

Enhances the overall aesthetics of V.E.S. and adds sophistication at an
affordable price point.

Excellent acoustics and sound transmission.

Provides privacy for users, ultimately increasing employee productivity
and satisfaction.

V.E.S. requires half the installation time of traditional panel
systems.

Reduces the end users cost of acquiring the product and reduces the
amount of down-time associated with installing new office furniture.

One universal connector for straight, 90-degree, T, and X
connections.

V.E.S. does more with less. One connector reduces inventory and
ultimately reduces cost of ownership.

Full extensions on all drawers.

Facilitates user accessibility, and maximizes storage potential.

Brushed nickel handles on all storage units.

Enhances the aesthetics of V.E.S.

Pencil trays are included with all storage units.

Adds functionality and increases organizational potential of storage
units.

Manufactured in North America.

Ensures optimal product quality and compliance with North American
standards.

Lay-in wire management.

Facilitates power and data access in installation and re-configuration.

Easy to specify from typicals.

Simplifies and reduces time in the specification process.

Off modular overhead cabinetry.

Greater freedom for cabinetry positioning.

Available in 6' and 7' wide panels.

Expedites installation while reducing the amount of components
required.

office furniture
in your comfort zone.
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